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31-May 30-May Chg 31-May 30-May Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 11,795.77    11,671.36 1.07%   RM/USD 4.1900      4.1920       -0.05%
  FBM KLCI 1,650.76       1,636.50    0.87%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 11,588.37    11,487.48 0.88%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,069.00   2,084.00    -0.72%

  DJIA 24,815.04    25,169.88 -1.41%   Oil/barrel (US$) 53.50         56.59          -5.46%

  S&P 500 2,752.06       2,788.86    -1.32%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,305.45   1,288.65    1.30%

  NASDAQ 7,453.15       7,567.72    -1.51%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 647.00      636.00       1.73%
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 Corporate News 
 

Dayang bags 4-year contract from Roc Oil Sarawak 

Dayang has won a contract to provide procurement, construction, installation, hook-up and commissioning services for 
Roc Oil (Sarawak) SB. The services will be provided under Roc’s Siprod (Simultaneous Production and Drilling) and Infill 
Drilling Campaign from 2019 to 2023. The value of the contract is based on work orders issued by Roc Oil throughout 
the 4-year contract duration, with an option to extend for another one year. The contract — will also include other 
work and services generally related to the scope of works in the contract, at a fixed schedule of rates. (Source: The 
Edge) 
  
E&O 4Q net profit up on recognition of progressive billings 
E&O posted a 16.27% increase in net profit for its 4Q19 to RM38.22m or 2.84 sen per share from RM32.87m or 2.53 sen 
per share a year ago. Its financial performance was satisfactory supported by continued strong inventory sales and 
recognition of progressive billings on handover of Tamarind and Ariza Seafront Terrace during the quarter. Quarterly 
revenue declined 11.19% to RM249.99m from RM281.49m in the previous year’s corresponding period. The group 
declared a first and final dividend of 3 sen per share in respect of the FY19. It did not declare any dividend in FY18.  
(Source: The Edge) 
 
Hengyuan 1Q net profit plunges 75% on lower margins 
Lower margins dragged Hengyuan Refining Co Bhd’s net profit down by 75% to RM21.57m or 7.19 sen per share in the 
1QFY19, from RM86.81m or 28.94 sen per share a year ago. Quarterly revenue declined 3.3% to RM2.96bn from 
RM3.06bn previously (1QFY18), primarily due to a lower average price of US$70/barrel, compared with US$76 a year 
ago, although sales volume was higher at 10.3m barrels versus 10.2m barrels last year. Its operating margin for the 
quarter was weak due to oversupply of products in the region. (Source: The Edge) 
  
MFM 1Q profit surges more than tenfold on improved margins 

MFM is starting 2019 on a strong note — its net profit of RM19.87m in the 1Q rose more than tenfold from the RM1.6 
million recorded a year ago. MFM attributed the improved performance to higher operating profit in the group’s flour 
and grains trading segment, supported by higher selling prices which lifted margins. Demand was also healthy. The 
company’s poultry integration segment also saw better profits on higher broiler production volume. (Source: The Edge) 
 

D'nonce plans rights issue to repay borrowings 
D'nonce Technology announced today it aims to raise gross proceeds of at least RM8m via a renounceable rights issue 
to repay bank borrowings. This involves the issuance of up to 315.11m rights shares and 315.11m irredeemable 
convertible preference shares (ICPS), on the basis of one rights share and one ICPS for every existing ordinary share in 
D'nonce. The rights issue comes with free detachable warrants on the basis of one free warrant-B for every two rights 
shares and two ICPS subscribed. (Source: The Edge) 
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Deleum 1Q net profit doubles on lower tax expense, but operating profit declines 

Deleum doubled its net profit for the 1Q19 to RM2.81m from RM1.4m a year ago. Its earnings per share also doubled 
to 0.7 sen from 0.35 sen in the previous year's corresponding quarter. "The group's net profit increased by RM1.4m as a 
result of higher tax expense incurred in the (previous) corresponding period, a share of higher results from an associate 
company and a favorable forex movement of the ringgit against the US dollar in the current period. (Source: The Edge) 
 
AWC Q3 earnings slightly higher 
AWC posted a 1% yoy increase in net profit to RM6.93m for the 3QFY19, bringing its net profit for the 9MFY19 to 
RM20m approximately 18% jumped from 9MFY18. Revenue for Q3FY19 was up 18% yoy to RM88.86m. The marginal 
yoy increase in net profit for the quarter under review was despite the lower contribution from the facilities division 
arising from lower revenue as well as the non-recurring unbudgeted costs of RM0.8m. With one quarter remaining for 
the current financial year, the company is optimistic that the group’s financial performance will remain positive, 
underpinned by its strong order book balance and its ability to replenish it. (Source: StarBiz ) 

 
KNM bags works totaling RM97.72m 
KNM has secured 3 contracts in Vietnam, Belgium and Johor worth approximately RM97.72m combined. The first 
contract was a purchase order from TPSK Consortium to supply shop assembled large columns for Package A1 of a 
Petrochemical Complex in South of Vietnam, worth US$12.77m (around RM53.44m). The job was secured by its wholly-
owned unit KNM Process Systems SB. The second contract is for the supply of reactor effluent air condensers to 
Sinopec Engineering (Group) Co Ltd at the Petronas RAPID Project in Pengerang, Johor, for US$4.47m (around 
RM18.68m), secured by its indirect wholly-owned FBM Hudson Italiana SpA (FBM). (Source: The Edge) 
 
 MGB to develop 674 units of 2-storey terrace houses in Dengkil 
MGB’s unit has been awarded a RM134.7m contract to develop a total of 674 units of double-storey terrace houses in 
Dengkil, Selangor. The contract was awarded to MGB's wholly-owned subsidiary MITC Engineering SB, by Blee & W 
Architects SB on behalf of Seloka Sinaran SB. The contract includes developing in Dengkil the 674 units of double storey 
houses, Tenaga Nasional substations, and other facilities including a security guard house, a community center with 
prayer area, and a management office. The contract is split into phases and will commence this month for a date of 
completion by October 2020. (Source: The Edge) 
 
UWC eyes listing on Bursa Securities main market this year 
UWC is eyeing a listing on the Main Market of Bursa Malaysia SB within this year. The company was confident of 
embarking on the next chapter of its corporate journey once it had launched its prospectus to the Securities 
Commission Malaysia. The group aim to further entrench their position as a major precision sheet metal fabrication 
player not only locally but in the international market as well, undertaking bigger and more complex projects. UWC is 
principally involved in the provision of precision s 
 

Ann Joo in the red in Q1 on weak selling price, sees weaker Q2 

Ann Joo posted net losses of RM6.69m in the 1Q19 which was a stark contrast from a the net profit of RM61.44m a 
year ago and it expects a lower second quarter. Its revenue fell by 8.6% to RM528.12m from RM589.06m a year ago. 
The lower revenue and the loss incurred in Q1 FY19 were mainly due to lower tonnage sold coupled with depressed 
selling price in domestic market despite higher export tonnage. Loss per share was 1.22 sen compared with earnings 
per share of 11.88 sen. On the outlook for 2019, Ann Joo expected the remaining months to be remain extremely 
challenging, arising mainly by the US-China trade war and coupled with the severe domestic oversupply situation. 
(Source: StarBiz) 
 
Hengyuan allocates RM852m in capex for FY19 
Hengyuan has allocated RM852m or US$205.3m in capex for the FY2019. The company was fully focused in equipping 
the refinery for the long-term through intensive capital investment programme without compromising its sturdy 
financial position. It is worth noting that despite having spent RM610m or US$150m in capex last year, the company 
have successfully maintained strong balance sheet and improved the gearing level to 0.57 times compared with 0.67 
times a year ago. (Source: Bernama) 
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MMC Corp 1Q net profit jumps 29% on higher port contributions  
MMC Corp announced a 29.4% net profit jump for its 1QFY19 to RM53.52m, from RM41.35m in the same quarter a 
year ago, thanks to higher contributions from its port entities. The improvement was partially offset by lower 
contribution from the KVMRT (SSP) Line underground works, following a contract revision in November 2018. Quarterly 
revenue shrank 10.7% to RM1.14bn from RM1.28bn previously, dragged by the lower KVMRT-SSP Line contribution, as 
well as lower progress from its Langat sewerage project. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Damansara Realty to raise RM15.9m via private placement 
Damansara Realty plans to raise up to RM15.9m in a private placement to support its business expansion and revival of 
its bauxite mining activity. The private placement of up to 10% of DBhd’s share capital involves the issuance of up to 
31.8m new shares. DBhd has appointed M&A Securities SB as the adviser and placement agent for the proposed private 
placement exercise, which is expected to be completed by June 2019. The bulk of the capital of over RM12.8m raised 
will help finance its Integrated Facilities Management (IFM) segment expansion, including international parking 
management business in the Philippines. (Source: Bernama) 
 
Scomi Group to settle debts with Maybank by issuing new Scomi Energy shares 
Scomi plans to issue new shares in Scomi Energy Services as part of its settlement with Maybank. As part of efforts to 
settle RM113.96m owed to Maybank, the group is pledging 206.04m shares in its 65.65%-owned subsidiary. The 
company wishes to inform that Maybank and the company have agreed to a settlement of Maybank's demand for the 
sum of RM113,957,000.00, as secured by SGB's pledge to MBB of 206,041,600 shares of Scomi Energy Services. It would 
be making a cash call for RM214m in order to pare down its debts. (Source: The Edge) 
 
MAA privatisation falls through as minorities reject proposed RM1.10 selective capital repayment 

MAA Group Bhd’s minority shareholders have rejected the group's proposed selective capital repayment (SCR) exercise 
of RM1.10 per share at its annual general meeting today. This means that MAA will not be taken private at RM1.10 per 
share. The group's share price slumped 12 sen or 12% to 87.5 sen as market resumed trading in the afternoon. The SCR 
was meant to pave the way for controlling shareholder, Tunku Datuk Yaacob Khyra, who controls 38.6% of MAA via 
Melewar Group, to take MAA private. Yaacob is the only substantial shareholder in MAA. (Source: The Edge) 
 
TM: CEO appointment needs consent from board and MoF 
Telekom Malaysia Bhd (TM), which has had an interim acting CEO for about 6 months now, said any decision on the 
group CEO position has to go through its board of directors and major shareholders. “At TM, there are processes 
comprising board of directors’ governance and processes by our major shareholders such as the MoF and Khazanah 
Nasional on such matters. Some shareholders said TM’s chairman Rosli Man had told shareholders at the AGM that the 
major shareholders have not convey their views on the candidate for the CEO. Some shareholders had expressed 
concerns and disbelief that the major GLC was operating with an interim CEO for 6 months. (Source: The Edge) 

 
FGV confirms in talks to sell Indonesian asset worth RM1b 
FGV has confirmed today that it is in negotiations with seven interested buyers to sell its 50:50 joint-venture company 
with Lembaga Tabung Haji, Trurich Resources. When asked about the reported US$1 bn (RM4.13 bn) valuation for the 
JV company, Haris said: "I think it is closer to a bit more than RM1 bn." Without naming any parties, Haris shared that 
three of the seven interested buyers are planning to buy both estates owned by Trurich while the other four plans to 
buy only one of them. "Preferably, we would like to sell it as a whole," he said. (Source: The Edge) 
 

IJM Corp 4Q profit jumps 13 times as infrastructure division returns to black 
IJM Corp closed its financial year 2019 with a 13 times jump in quarterly earnings on significantly stronger contributions 
in almost all divisions — in particular infrastructure — except investments and others. The group's net profit for the 
4Q19 ended March 2019 jumped to RM240.81m from RM17.86m a year ago, as its infrastructure division swung to a 
pre-tax profit of RM171.44m from a pre-tax loss of RM19.53m previously, on improved contributions from its local tolls 
and port concessions, with its investment in a toll concession in Argentina also boosting the division.. (Source: The Edge) 
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Lafarge Malaysia halves 1Q losses with lower distribution costs 
Lafarge Malaysia Bhd halved its net losses in the 1Q19 ended March 31  to RM32.07m from the RM68.73m it recorded 
a year ago, as it managed to lower distribution costs. Loss per share narrowed to 3.8 sen from 8.1 sen, its stock 
exchange filing showed. Revenue, however, saw a marginal decline of 1.5% to RM538.70m versus RM546.83m 
previously, mainly due to lower sales from the cement segment caused by market conditions but compensated partially 
by higher export sales. (Source: The Edge) 
 

Mulpha Intl 1Q earnings more than doubles on better divisions' performance 

Mulpha International’s net profit for its 1QFY19 more than doubled to RM69.24m from RM32.43m in the 
corresponding quarter last year, on the back of better earnings from its hospitality and investment division. However, 
the group’s property segment moderated this growth. Quarterly revenue declined 19.40% to RM146.55m, from 
RM181.82m in the corresponding quarter last year 1QFY18, as its property and hospitality divisions dragged the group’s 
top line. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Sunsuria 2Q net profit surges almost 15 times helped by MFRS 15 
Sunsuria’s net profit surged almost 15 times to RM91.58m for the 2QFY19 from RM6.26m in the previous year’s 
corresponding quarter, partly due to the adoption of Malaysian Financial Reporting Standards 15 (MFRS 15). Likewise, 
earnings per share shot up to 11.46 sen, from 0.78 sen a year ago. Revenue for the quarter almost quadrupled to 
RM249.01m, from RM67.37m a year earlier. Revenue contribution for the current quarter was mainly from the group’s 
residential development, namely The Olive, Bell Suites SOHO, Monet Lily, Monet Springtime, Monet Garden and Forum 
2 SOHO. (Source: The Edge) 
 
DRB-Hicom posts RM128m profit in 4Q, driven by car sales 
Driven by improved sales of Proton cars, DRB-Hicom has registered a net profit of RM127.86m in the 4QFY19, against a 
net loss of RM59.41m in the same quarter last year. All the key operating companies in the group except for Pos 
Malaysia turned in a good financial performance for the current quarter and financial year. DRB-Hicom's 4QFY19 
revenue rose 16.37% yoy to RM3.47bn versus RM2.98bn. However, full year net profit tumbled 71.45% to RM122.87m 
from RM430.37m a year ago, mainly due to higher taxation of RM230.67m compared to RM91.58m a year ago. (Source: 
The Edge) 
 
MRCB 1Q profit down due to remodelling of LRT3 project 
MRCB’s net profit for the 1QFY19 was down 81% to RM4.14m, from RM21.53m a year ago. The sharp fall in profit was 
mainly due to the deferment and re-timing of income recognition from the LRT3 project. However, the group remains 
optimistic of its earnings prospects. Since work on LRT3 has now resumed, the pace of profit recognition will increase 
moving forward. Quarterly revenue declined 45.3% to RM234.05m from RM427.6m in the previous corresponding 
quarter. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Mah Sing kicks off 2019 on a lower note, eyes land in Klang Valley 
Mah Sing's net profit dropped 14.3% to RM55.01m in the 1QFY19 from RM64.2m a year ago, on lower contribution 
from its property development segment. This resulted in a lower earnings per share of 1.51 sen for 1QFY19 compared 
with 1.89 sen for 1QFY18. Quarterly revenue also fell 23% to RM450.33m from RM584.76m a year ago. It achieved 
property sales of RM300.5m in 1QFY19. On prospects for the FY19, the company is now focusing on increasing land 
banks in the Klang Valley where demand for affordable houses is expected to remain resilient. The group's cash and 
bank balances stood at RM1.28bn as at end-March. (Source: The Edge) 
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